Tech Summary
PropOps combines the contractor data of your building operations
to produce a real estate portfolio with a full maintenance history.
The technologies required for this are internet best practices.

The FieldPass microservice infrastructure, which
specialises in service and building data, has been
developed within the corporate group for ten years.

Software development takes place at the sister
companies Feil, Feil & Feil in Ludwigsburg near
Stuttgart, Germany and FFUF Manila in the
Philippines in routine development processes.

The industry standard Keycloak provides audited
and secure identity, role and rights management
based on OpenID Connect and OAuth 2.0.

The infrastructure is hosted natively in Microsoft's
Azure Cloud and operated professionally
according to an operating concept.
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API first approach
Every piece of information in PropOps can be read and written via
its modular microservices. What's more, all apps developed
in-house by PropOps only use these interfaces. Digitisation
activities. All microservices are OpenAPI (see api.propops)
specified and can be used for further apps, Cloud2Cloud
connections, robotics and sensor integration and every imaginable
type of automation, regardless of technology used.

Operations
Like all instances of FieldPass and the business models it supports, PropOps is also based on a professional
operating plan. This includes:

Regular updates of FieldPass for permanent
security and stability,

Reliable monitoring of all services at both
microservice and application level,

Scalable hosting in European data centres from
Microsoft Azure and

An agile, German and English-speaking support
team available during business hours from Monday
to Friday from 8:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m. (CET)
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